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The EHed of Sunlight and Temperature

on the Posture of Perithemis tenera (Ocionata)l
HOUSTON moMAS HARDY, JR., Central State CoUece, Edmond

Dragonflies which spend much time in a resting position called a
"perch" are commonly referred to as perchers. Jacobs (1955) noted that
at times of bright sunshine and temperatures close to 37 C, male perchers
skew their wings thus shading the body. Simultaneously they point their
abdomens toward or away from the sun, thereby preventing the rays
from strlking the abdomen perpendicularly. However, when clouds ob
scure the sun a horizontal position is resumed.

With these observations as background Mr. Lothar Homutt auggeated
an investigation of temperature effect on thls orientation ot the dragon
flys abdomen. He postulated that the degree of elevation of the abdomen
might be directly proportional to an increase in temperature. A method
was devised whereby the angles formed by the planes of 1) the thorax
and abdomen and 2) abdomen and the horiZontal could be meuured. In
addition an attempt was made to determine what effect other weather
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coa4lUou would bave on the poeture of the dragoDtly. The dragonfly
cJIDND tor tile mve.tlgation WILl PeritAemta fetIem (UbelluUdae).

Apparatua lnchade4: 1) tripod-mounted telescope, with horizontal
and vertical pJaDe8 (crou-haln) to which had been attached a calibrated
aeale; 2) battery-operated tele-thermometer; 3) apparatus bullt to meas
ure poe1UOD of the IUD above the horizon; 4) photometer for recording
lJ&'ht blteJudty; 5) anemometer for measuring wind velocity; and 8) psy
chrometer tor meuurlng relaUve humIdity. Time of day and wind direc
tion were al80 recorded.

Thl8 raearch wu conducted at Looney #2 pond located approximately
O.U mil. west of the UnlveJ'8lty ot Oklahoma Biological station at Lake
Texoma in Kanha11 county, Oklahoma, where Perithemta tenera Is abun
dant. The pond 18 &lmost round, approximately 150 tt in diameter, and
8-10 tt deep in the center. Located about 50 ft trom the WillfB road,
Looney #2 la surrounded by willow trees with large clearings on the east
and wMf. Theee clearings are POPulated with tall vegetation, 3-4 ft high,
alo. the edg_ ot the pond and extending about 5 ft into the water. The
wut side of the pond wu chosen as a study site. Observations were
made between 7:00 and 11:00 AM or between 12 noon and 4:00 PM 4 days
a week during the months of June and July, 1985. To check general
behavior &l1-4&y obaervaUona were made on two occas1ons.

Measurements of main concern to this study were 1) temperature, 2)
poslt!0n of the sun above the horizon, 3) angle between plane of abdomen
and plane of thorax, and 4) angle between plane Of abdomen and the
horizontal (Fig. 1). Two leads from the tele-thermometer were set up
Gel0 tt apart, at the tops of vegetation bordering the pond. Temperature
was recorded in direct sunlight from the lead nearest the dragonfly. At
the beginning and end of each observation period sun position was noted.

When a perching dragonfly was sighted, the telescope was focused on
it and one of the c1'088-hain was set parallel to its abdomen (Fig. 2, A Ir
B). The teleecope and attached caUbrated scale were shifted 80 the cro8S
hair parallel to lnaect's abdomen was allowed to parallel the thorax plane.
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J'IC. 1 PoIIture ADe1ell tormecl 1) bebNen the plane of the abdomen and
th. plane of the thorax and 2) between the plane of the abdomen
Uld lbe pIaDe of the horbloDtaL
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The angle between abdomen and thorax was then recorded (FIe. J, C).
The telescope was again ahltted to permit the CI'088-halr to parallel the
horiZOntal plane of the pond's surface. This reading was then recorded
as the angle between abdomen and horizontal (Fig. 2, D).

Humidity, wind velocity and direction were recorded each hour while
at the pond. The light intensity and the direction the dragonfly was fac
ing were also recorded. All measurements were taken at approximately
the height at which the dragonflies were seen perch1ng.

Observations during the two all-day periods showed that PeritMmM
t6ft61'G followed the general behavioral pattern mentioned by Corbet (1963)
in h1B chapter on adult ute. The following account ot the general behavior
is baaed on personal observatiolUl.

Perithemi8 tenens spends the night In the tops of trees. Aa the lun
appears In the morning they follow its rays down to the pond. While
males pearch near the pond females perch at distances as much &8 50 ft
from the pond. As the temperature increases, the males begin setting up
territories. This activity lasts throughout the momlng. The females
may fly over the pond but mating does not occur unW the hotter part of
the day, between 12 noon and .:00 PM. Females fly over the male terri
tories. The males pursue, Intercept and bring the females to the terri
tories previously established by the males; mating then takes place at
this site.
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Angle Keasurements - A. TelelCOpe Ia tOCUMd on dragoDtly. B..
Telescope With cross-hairs Ia Ih1ttec:I unW ODe of tile croa-haln
Ia parallel to tile dragonfly'. abdomen (ca1lbratecl IC&1e Ia DOt
moved). C. Telescope and caIlbratecl scale are both shltted 10 the
C1'088 hair parallel to the abdomen DOW paralleJa the thorax plane;
ca1ibrated scale DOW reads ~ degnea (aqle between abdomen
and thorax). D. Telescope and callbratecllaJe are apln Ultted
so the crou-halr parallel to the thorax plane DOW paraDeJa the
horlmntal plane of the pond's surtace; calibrated IIC&Ie DOW reads
76 degnea <anaie between abdomeD aDd borlsoDtal).
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Ail temperature falla and day draws to a close the males continue to
perch at the pond and the female. perch away from the pond. With the
.tUng of the IUD dragonfllea return to the tree tops.

It u beUeved that dragontUes must reach certain temperatures to
carry on some act1v1tiea. It is also belleved that the posture assumed by
the dragont1iu could function to regulate their body temperature (Corbet,
1988). Thi8 work u concerned primarily with the relationship between
posture asaumed and body temperature regulation with regard to air
temperature and sun position.

Th1B study can be divided into two parts according to temperature:
the nrst part deals with postures assumed at temperatures below 36 C.
Those dragontlin observed facing toward the sun at these lower tempera
tures were observed to perch with their abdomens above the horizontal
approximately perpendicular to the sun's rays (Fig. 3, A). Those dragon
fUee obaerved facing away from the SUD at these lower temperatures were
obHrved to perch with the abdomen dropped below the horizontal, again
approxbnately perpendicular to the SUD'S rays (Fig. 3, B). These two
po8turn could function to increase the temperature of the dragonfly owing
to the amount of body surface area exposed perpendicularly to the sun's
ray.. A third posture was observed at this lower temperature level in
which those dragontUes perching with the sun's rays hitting them from
the side would perch with the abdomen dropped below the horizontal (Fig.
8, C). No relationship could be found between this drop below the hori
zontal and the position of the sun.
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FIg. a Drqonf1y Postures. <A,.B,IlC) Postures auumed at tempera
t~ below. C. (C.D,E.AF) Postures aaaumed at temperatures
above ae c.

Ttae.18OODd part of thla study deaJa with poBturee &B8WDed by the
drapDtUee at temperaturee above 18 C. The above posture in which
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dragonflies perched with the sun's rays hitting them from the slde was
a1BO observed In this higher temperature level. Here again they wen
observed to perch with the abdomen dropped below the horizontal and
again no relationship could be found between this drop below the horizontal
and the sun's position. Those dragonflies observed facing toward the aun
at the higher temperature level assumed two postures: one involved
raising the abdomen above the horizontal and pointing it toward the sun
(Fig. 3, D) and the other involved dropping the abdomen below the hori
zontal and pointing it away from the sun (FIg. 3, E). These two postures
were observed only a few tlmes and no measurements were taken either
time. From observations, however, it could be seen that these postures
were approximately parallel to the sun's rays. Those dragonflies observed
facing away from the sun at this high temperature level perched with the
abdomen above the horizontal and pointed toward the sun (Fig. 3, F).
These last three postures could function to decrease the body temperature
due to the lesser amount of surface area exposed directly to the sun's
rays.

Most measurements on the above posture (Fig. 3, F) show that the
angle between the abdomen and horizontal was greater than the angle
between the sun and the horizontal. This could function to cast a shadow
by the abdomen on the thorax and head. Measurements on individual
dragonflies with this posture showed that the angle between the abdomen
and thorax changed with changes in temperature, but the change in this
angle was not proportional to changes in temperature. Upon plotting
total group measurements it was found that this angle increased with
rise in temperature until about 41 C where it then tended to decrease with
continual rise in temperature. A coefficient of correlation of 0.909 was
found between increase in temperature and increase in this angle. This
coefficient of correlation exceeds the 0.690 value necessary for significance
at the 1% level.

Dragonflies assumed a horizontal posture when clouds obscured the
sun or when they perched in the shade.

In conclusion, these data on Pe1ithemtB tenera show a relationship
between the regulation of body temperature and the posture assumed by
the insects with regard to temperature and position of the sun. Th1a
relationship was shown by a careful study of the postures assumed. It
was found that postures assumed at temperatures below 88 C could func
tion to raise body temperature. Those postures assumed at temperatures
above 88 C could function to lower body temperature. It could be that
the temperature needed to carry on a specific activity is near 88 C. This
activity could be mating since it is their greatest activity and does take
place at these high temperatures. Those postures assumed by the dragon
rues with the sun's rays hitting them from the side could be intermediate
postures assumed once they have reached a certain temperature and could
use this posture to maintain it. This relationship is also shown when
clouds obscure the sun as the horizontal posture is assumed. No relation
ship was found between these postures and other weather conditiona.

Some of the above data verify the flndlDgs of Corbet, Jacoba and
others and elaborate upon the1r work. Although a correlation wu found
between posture assumed, with respect to the sun, and change. in air
temperature, more investigation must precede the complete eluc1dat1on of
the relationship between the postures assumed and their body temperature
regulation.
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